Comprehensive Dental Care Benefit Plan
Provo Orem Family & Cosmetic Dental is now offering a Comprehensive Dental Care Benefit
Plan to individuals and families who are not covered by traditional dental insurance. By
enrolling in our benefit plan, you will receive many preventive dental services at no charge and
other procedures at reduced fees that make sense for today’s economy.

Who can enroll?
Individuals, spouses and dependent children under the age of 19. We care about total dental
health and we have made our plans affordable for individuals as well as families to enroll.

How does a “Benefit Plan” work?
Unlike traditional dental insurance companies, you do not pay premiums to a large corporation,
who then in turn makes dental care decisions based on cost to the company rather than the best
dental care possible for you as a patient.
When you enroll into our benefit plan, you are able to decide for yourself, along with our dental
care team, what the best treatment is for you.
Traditional dental insurance only covers a certain dollar amount towards your care per year. Our
benefit plans have no yearly maximums on the dental care you receive as and cosmetic
treatments are also included. Most traditional dental insurance plans have yearly maximums and
do not cover cosmetics.
By enrolling in our benefit plan, an affordable yearly premium entitles you to $10 office visit copays and drastically reduced fees on most dental services. With your $10 co-pay, you will
receive two complimentary simple cleanings, cavity detecting radiographs and all dental exams.
(Please note that if you have untreated periodontal disease you may need non-surgical
periodontal treatment which you would get at a reduced rate instead of a standard cleaning.) We
also provide a fee schedule to you, so that you know what you can expect to pay, rather than an
insurance company dictating your financial responsibility based on percentages and loopholes in
coverage.

How much does membership enrollment cost?
INDIVIDUAL PLAN~$125.00 PER YEAR
INDIVIDUAL + ONE DEPENDENT~$199.00 PER YEAR
INDIVIDUAL + TWO OR THREE DEPENDENTS~$299.00 PER YEAR
ADDITIONAL DEPENDENTS~$50 EACH PER YEAR

